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LSCOTS PLAY BENEFIT GAME
Voice Sponsors
Blood
Red Cross to Furnish
Transportation, Food;
Sign Up in Dorms
College students will be given the
opportunity to donate blood for the
blood bank at the Wooster chapter
of the Red Cross, on Monday, Nov.
23, from 5 to 7 p.m. Transportation
and food Will be provided by the
Red Cross. The drive for college don-
ors is being sponsored by the Voice.
,
..
Sign-u- p lists have been posted in
each dormitory and students are
asked to sign there. Students under
21 years of age must secure their
parents consent and cards for this
purpose have been placed in the dorm-
itories and should be sent home im-
mediately for signing.
Unit From Cleveland --
The blood will be taken by a Red
Cross unit which works within a 60
mile radius of Cleveland. It is com- -
posed of five nurses, one doctor, two
medical corps drivers, and a medical
secretary. The Wooster chapter fur-
nishes one doctor also, since two are
needed to take the blood.
Donors are not allowed to eat for
four hours before the blood is taken,
but the Red Cross furnishes sandwiches
- and other food which is given to them
immediately afterwards. One pint of
blood is taken from each donor and
about 4$ minutes are required to
complete the operation.
Blood Taken to Cleveland
The blood which is collected is
" taken" back " to" Cleveland " where " It
must be processed within 25 hours.
When it has been dried it is sent to
hospitals all over the world where
blood is needed.
The .Cleveland unit will be at Woos- -
tefMondavj Nov 23, from 3 to 7 p.m.
and Tuesday, Nov. 24, from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m.,j special time for college
students has been reserved on Mon-
day from 3 to 7 p.m. The Wooster
motor corps composed of several pri-
vate cars, will transport students from
the college to the Red Cross head-
quarters and back again.
(Continued r on Page 41.
Trustees Adopt
Voice Plans For
.Staff Elections
At the last meeting of the Board
of Trustees on Nov. '6, the new vVoice
plan for an Editorial Board and a
Board of Controls to jointly elect staff
positions, was approved.
Mr. E. Zearl Ramey reported on
Wooster Day to be held in the Pres
byterian churches throughout this
state. On Dec. 6 all church members
are asked to contribute 2? cents.
The Board granted degrees to the
following summer graduates: Paul
Parmelee, B.M.S.j Virginia Witzler,
B.M.S.; Selma Bishlawy, B.A.; Robert
Geiger, B.A.; Donald Hoff, B.A.;
Olivia Judson, B.A.; Walter Krumm,
B.A.; Robert Marsh, B.A.; Eric Peters,
B.A.; William Sharp, B.A.j Howard
Van Noate, B.A.
i
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Donations
New Army-Nav-y
C. P. T. Fliers
ReceiveTraining
A new group of C.P.T. boys arrived
here Tuesday, Nov.' 10 to begin a
strenuous eight week training course.
Their regular courses began Wednes
day, Nov, 12. The old group, having
completed their training,' left last
Tuesday. There are twenty in this
group, made up of ten Army and ten
Navy men. The Army trainees will be
quartered in Douglass while the Navy
pilots will live in Kenarden I. They
will follow the same courses as did
the other group. Their uniforms will
be government issued, therefore may
be a little delayed in arrival. The
Army men include: Richard Rigg,
Elyria, O.; Robert Meyers, Doylestown,
O..'; Robert Johnson, Kent, O.; Wil
liam Sawyer, Cleveland, O.; Robert
Rice, Elyria, O.; Paul Kline, Cleveland,
O.; William Bigler, H. E. Thay, E
Canton, O.; Clyde Barnes and Richard
Blythe, Wooster.
The Navy trainees are: Irwin
Spence, Detroit, Mich.; Sylvester Ma-zu- r,
Pontiac, Mich.; Clifford Fluitt,
Grosse Pointe, Mich.; William Harris,
Akron, O.; William Harvey, Canton,
O.; Richard Heisler, Ravenna, O.;
Robert Dempster, Massillon, O.; Jack
Maki, Conneaut, O.; Aloysius Sally,
Youngstown, O.; Eugene Walter, Gen
eva, O.; and Joe Walker, Akron, O.
Reserve Postpones
Conference on War
.
Aims, Peace Plans
The conference on War Aims and
Peace Plans scheduled to . be held in
Cleveland at Western Reserve univer-
sity on this Friday and Saturday has
been postponed until the early part of
December according to Professor E
W. Miller, head of the original speech
dcpartment,Word was received this
week that Professor Howard F.-Wo- od.
ward of the Western Reserve speech
department is seriously ill, and the
university will be unable to hold the
scheduled events. The program will
be held in the near future with West-
ern Reserve, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan,
Alleghany and Woosterparticipating
in the panel
,
discussions, symposia, ex
tempore speaking, formal debates and
cross examination debatest Debate
Seminar students who will represent
Wooster are Martha Stark, Mary-An- n
Riddle, Don Coates, Robert Kerr, Dave
Neely, Doug Zook, Jim Glasgow, and
Oscar Olson,, with George Hackett as
alternate.
Postpone, Faculty Play
r
The faculty play, "Bird in Hand"
by John Drinkwater, was postponed
until Dec. 3 and 4. This play was first
written and produced in 1927 and was
very successful in London and New
York.
... X.,
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College Clarifies
Management of
New Bookstore
At a conference held at the College
bookstore on Friday, Oct. 16, repre-
sentatives from various campus sec
tions discussed the management of the
store. The meeting, called by the
store's - manager,' Miss Bertha . Uhlen-dorf- f,
was an attempt to clarify a num-
ber of
.
rumors and misconceptions
which have been circulating about the
campus. Mr. Frank O. Spaulding, Col.
lege accountant, explained operating
and costs and profits.
Independent Financial Unit
It was explained, that, while spon-
sored by the College, the bookstore is
an independent financial unit, respon-
sible for its own support. It has been
the policy of the College to make the
store co-operati- ve, sharing the costs
with the students. The store, through
the sale of text books, supplies, jewelry,
and notions, does a considerable
amount of business in a school year.
After all expenses, such as rental,
wages, light, heat, etc., have been paid,
the profit actually amounts to less
than, 6 per cent.
Miss Uhlendorff explained that the
(Continued on Page 4)
Wilson Compton
Addresses SEF
On November 22
Dr. Wilson Compton will be the
guest speaker at Sunday Evening For-
um, Sunday, Nov. 22, at 7 p.m. in
Scott auditorium. His subject will deal
with prese,nt economic, trends in our
chaotic world.
Dr. Compton, one of the school's
most distinguished alumni, was grad
uated in 1911, received his M.A, in
1912, his Ph.D. from Princeton in
1915, and his L.L.D, in 1933, For a
number of years he lectured on hit'
tory, politics and economics at Prince-
ton, Dartmouth, and George Washing
ton universities.
Following the first World War he
acted as adviser to the U. S. Senate
Special Committee on Reconstruction
and Production. He was the first pres.
ident --of the -Washington Trade -As.
soeiation Executivesrln the-- 1930's he
assisted in drafting the NRA and
worked on it until it --was dissolved.
He was awarded the American Trade
associations executives Medal in
1937, and was active in the Office of
Production Management in 1941.
In addition to these activities Dr.
Compton has worked on various for
eign commissions and is the author
of several books on trade and eco
nomics and of magazine articles which
have appeared in economic, scientific
and. business journals.
Council Discusses Sing
Tony Gervasio, president of MSGA
has announced that the Kenarden
council will meet the early part" o
next week. At this meeting plans, for
the Kenarden Sing will be discussed.
Each section is to submit a list of the
songs it plans to present so as to avoid
repetition of the same numbers at th
Sing.
n
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Registration
Friday, Nov. 20 1:30 to 4:30
Seniors and Juniors, classes not di-
vided.
Saturday, Nov. 21
.
Sophomores 8:00 to 9:30.
Freshmen 9:30 to 11:30.
McKee Announces
'Woosier Day" Plans;
Seislentaiive Date
John D. McKee, director of, alumni
relations, has announced tentative
plans for the annual "Wooster Day",
which brings together hundreds of
alumni on or near Dec.. 11.
This year President F.Wishart
will speak to the alumni association
at Pittsburgh; while Dean Westhafer
will go to Chicago and Milwaukee.
Other members of the faculty who will
speak are: Coach E. M. Hole at
Cleveland, Dr. Delbert G. Lean at
Akron, Dr. Warren P. Spencer at
Princeton and New York City, and
Dr. Mary Z. Johnson at Canton. Ar-
rangements for some other faculty
members to visit alumni groups are
still being made.
Dec. 1 1 was selected as the date for
"Wooster Day", which was first held
in 1921, because it is such a memor-
able date in the history of the College,
On that date tne . college library was
dedicated in 1900. Just one year later
fire destroyed "Old Main". Then in
1902 the dedication exercises for
Kauke, Taylor, Scovel, and Severance
halls were held on the same date.
In 1921 when "Wooster Day"
meetings were originated upon the
suggestion of Mr. McKee, 16 meet
ings were held. It is expected that at
least 32 groups will meet this year.
College To Give Special
Courses For Freshmen
In Six Selected Fields
Six special courses will be offered by
the college to new freshman students
starting at the second semester. This
semester will begin. Feb. 1 and continue
until May 10 when the Regular college
semester ends. .
.T ) a f f
.f tinese incoming tresnmen win be
allowed to take the 12 or 13 hours of
class work, and may even in some cases
take 14 hours. Courses designed es
pecially for these men and women will
be given in chemistry, English, history,
mathematics, political science, and
physical education. Students may
elect' work in other fields by special
arrangement. These new classes are
being organized in cooperation with
the government's educational plans..
YM-Y- W Commence Gift
Drive for Men Overseas
.r Tl f t' starting i nursaay, inov. iy, tne
YMCA and the YWCA will commence
a joint drive for contributions of small
gifts to be sent to men serving over
seas in the armed services. Such
things as cigarettes, money, and small
presents will be gladly accepted. - On
Thanksgiving Day the YW will help to
wrap these gifts. Jim Patterson and
Pat Workman are in charge of the
publicity for the drive. Gifts may be
left at the Shack, Kauke, or the Stu
dent Union.
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Class Votes $500
For Band; Lists
Prom Committees
At a meeting of the Senior class
Tuesday, Nov. 10, the class approved
the resolution to spend 500 for a
bani for the Senior Prom. Although
there was some dissension, the motion
was carried by a slight majority. The
date for the 'prom has been, set for
Saturday, Dec, 19. :
Jack Muxworthy, class treasurer, has
announced the following committees:
Memorial committee, Glenn Bryan,
John Stranahan, Dave Lanning, Max
Napp, Bill Barr, Carol Scott, Mar
garet Stewart, Grace Ohki, Jane Men-ol- d,
and Mamie Thomas.
Senior Play committee, June Whit-mer- ,
Scott Leonard, Alice Neff, and
George Phelps. r.--
Decoration committee, Mildred Mar.
tin, Dot Rickards, Mary Jane Benson,
Clarice Miraldi, Grayce Brittain, Tillie
Walker, Bob Irvin, Phil Hoffman,
Jack Mellin, Bill Orwick, Roger Beck,
and John Gebhardt.
Secretary Selection committee, Bet-
ty Lockwood, Gloria Parker, Lynn
Lincoln, Robert Ginther, Robert Les-sin- g,
and Robert Dailey.
General Chairrrtan of dance com-
mittee, Jim Relph.
Livingstone Lodge
Leads Dorms in
Stamp Campaign
According to the latest tabulation
of per capita population, Livingstone
Lodge leads all other dorms in the
War Stamp campaign with 1.50. The
men ,on the whole, are far ahead of
the women with the following- - recordsi
9th Section, .50; Douglass, .25; Ken-
arden I, .25; II, .03; III, .25; IV, .24;
V, .25; VI, .10; VII, .12. The record
for the women's dorms is held by
Hoover with .35, followed by the Off-Camp- us
houses with' .25; Holden, .24;
and Babcock, .10. Up to date, about
350 in War Stamps and Bonds have
been sold, according to John Bath-
gate, director of the Stamp cam-
paign.
.
-
.
"There will be a special concentra-
tion of sales at the Wooster-Wright-Patterso- n
Field game," stated Bath-
gate. Girl agentsjn the stands will co
operate in the sale of Stamps and
Bonds.
Fourth Section Dances
To Leading Orchestras
On Thanksgiving Eve
; The annual
.
Fourth section formal
will be held Nov. 25 at Babcock hall.
Members and freshman guests will
dance to records of famous orchestras
from 8-1- 2. It was decided to dispense
with the usual orchestra dance to
eliminate unnecessary expenses.
Gordon Marwick is chairman of the
dance committee and is working 'out
the decorations along the theme of
Thanksgiving. -- - - , . , . . ... ... , ...
The programs for the dance will
carry out the school colors of black
and gold. Gardenia favors will be giv
en to the girls. Mr. and Mrs. Louis W
Ingram and Dr. and Mrs. William I
Schreiber will chaperone the dance.
CLAY DEIDRICK
vacation.
SATURDAY
Proceeds Aid U.S.O. Organization;
Hank" Critchfield, Former Wooster
Captain, C oac hes Pylon T earn
Kappa Phi Sigma
Formal Features
Deep SeaTheme
The Kappa Phi Sigma boys will dive
in and visit Davey Jones for their
annual Formal hop this Friday eve
ning. Going along with them to fur
nish the swing for the occasion will be
that well-know- n colored band directed
by Earl Hood.
The theme for the dance will be an
under
.
sea setting in Davey Jones
locker. Realistic decorations are being
prepared for the dance.
The Kappa Phites, better known as
Second Section, have decided to hold
their annual formal the first semester
this year in order that their December
grads may enjoy once more this tradi-
tional function.
Their seniors who are aspiring to
graduate this December are Glenn
Bryan, prexy, Jim Bender, Thomas
Cortelyou, Max Denton, Waldeaux Ed-
wards, Bob Lessing, Jack Mellin, John
Meloy, and Bob Netherton. This will
leave only two members from their
class, Bob August, and Dick Shreffler,
who will graduate in May.
Earl Hood and his band, a well- -
known colored band from Columbus
will furnish the music for the dance.
Many of the students will remember
him from his performances here last
year at the Christmas and Soph Form-
ats.
Chaperones for the formal will be
Mr. and Mrs. Murray and Dr. "-a- nd
Mrs. Ford. Many alumni of the sec-
tion are expected to be back for this
function. The dancing will last from
8:15 to 11:30 p.m. in lower- - Bab
cock.
Congressional Club
Hears Bob Sanborn
And Prof. Ellsworth
Congressional club members enjoyed
a - double . attraction at the .meeting
Nov. 16, when Dr. C. S. Ellsworth
spoke and Robert Sanborn delivered
a thesis.
The title of Dr. Ellsworth's talk
was "The Emergence of Society X?"
He reviewed Stuart. Chase's recent
book, 'The Road We Are Traveling."
In this book written for the Twentieth
Century Fund, Chase outlines the de-
velopment of a planned society over
the past twenty-fiv- e or more years.'
Chase also outlined a. program for
post-wa- r America under a government
planned system. Dr. Ellsworth offered
certain objections to Chase's thesis.
In conclusion he stated, "War and
(Continued on Pag 4)
Party to Honor Students
A party for second and third gener-
ation upper-clas- s students will be held
Saturday night in lower Galpin. Col
ored movies will be shown, games will
be played, and refreshments served.
2
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WEST
NEXT ISSUE
There will be no issue of the Voice
next week because of the Thanksgiving
Number 10
By FRED EVANS
When the Wooster Scots tangle with
the Wright-Patterso- n Pylons at Sev-
erance stadium this Saturday, the team
will realize it is playing not only for
the glory of its alma mater, but also
for Uncle Sam and his U50.-A- It "
proceeds, over and above expenses,
are to be turned over directly to the
USO organization.
Wooster's publicity man, Art Mur-
ray, has been on the job, to see that
advance notices of the battle get as
wide spread as possible. Radio sta
tions throughout the area are adver-
tising it to their listeners; and during
the week, each edition of the Daily
Record carried a write-u-p on the Py
lon team.
The game is of unusual interest to
both the townspeople and the College
for "Hank" Critchfield, the Pylon
coach, is a local product. He was cap-
tain and center of the 1926 Wooster
team and tfas an All-Ohi- o selection.
"Hank" later played professional foot,
ball and diasome high school coach-
ing. Before entering the Army, he
was engaged in law practice. When
officials at Wright and Patterson
Fields decided to join forces in or-
ganizing a football squad last Aug
ust, "Hank" offered his services and
was selected as head mentor.
Pylons Strictly In-and-O- ut
Thus far this season the Pylons
have had strictly an in-and-- out rec
ord, winning three, losing five, and
tying one. But the scoreboard has
been no indication of their ability and
power. It doesn't tell the whole story.
From the Start Critchfield and his aides --
have been handicapped by the rapid
turnover in personnel. It has been a
weekly experience for "Hank" to find
one or more of his starters transferred
to some other Army post. Just as soon
as he thought he'd found a winning
combination, several key men would
leave, and "Hank" was back where
he started from. The Pylons have nev-
er been troubled by a lack of mate-
rial, but only by not having the mate-
rial for a long enough period to round
it into shap.
(Continued on Pag 3)
entices Give
Stage Dance For
Club Dramatists
Tomorrow night, Nov. 20, the
Freshman Apprentices will give an in-
formal dance for Kappa Theta Gam-
ma. This dance will be held on the
stage from, 8-1- 1, and the decora
tions will be in the Thanksgiving
motive. Clarice Miraldi is . chairman
of the dance committee, which con-
sists of Joe Lane, Betty .Neufang,
Larry Gabriel, and Jan' Phelps. Dr.
and Mrs. Lean will be the chaperons.
The next meeting of the Freshman
Apprentices will ba Dec 3, at which
Itim try-ou- ts will ba held for parts
Un the group of three one-a- ct plays to
be given soon after Christmas vaca-
tion. Thes plays will be directed by
Alice NefF, Jane Menold, and Herb
Rogers.
Te Two
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To The Team
AFTERNOON this year's
SATURDAYfootbair team will, trot out on the gridiron --
for the last time, It is only fitting that we,'
the students of-Woost- er, pay tribute to the
members of this team who have so gallantly
carried the black and gold into battle.
For all your sweat and tears' and bruises
and happy moments and sad moments and for
all your long afternoons of practice and for
' the many things you have, sacrificed to give us,
a winning team, we thank you.
So come on gang! Let's give a "HOOT
MON" for the team.
Hail Oberlin
An open letter to the students of Oberlin
College:
Last week, those, of us who were fortunate
enough to make the trip to Oberlin to see the
annual Wooster-Oberli- n football game were
treated to the finest exhibition of school spirit
that we have ever seen. It was the will to win
that inspired both the Oberlin team and the
students the desire to win a clean hard
fought game. You succeeded in winning this
game, 21-- 7, and we salute a great team, that
had the guts and drive to make each player
put everything He Had into every play.''
We will never admit that you have a better
team than we do, yet we did not feel dis-
heartened in our defeat for we felt that the
enjoyment the Oberlin team and students re-
ceived from the victory far surpassed the bene-
fits we would have got, if we had been the
winner.
It is rivalries like ours that make intercol-
legiate athletics indispensable as a college activ-
ity. The ability to take it on the chin and come
back for more cannot be learned in any other
.
walk of life as well as it can be learned on the
-
gridiron. :
Today, more than ever before our country
needs men who can take a pounding and come
back for more men who have the desire and
the fight to keep on giving their best until they
reach their goal.
The colleges of the country are now faced
with the necessity of either curtailing or abol-
ishing intercollegiate athletics because of gas
rationing.
We feel that it would be a mistake on the
part of the government officials if they do not
permit the college teams to receive enough
gas to continue intercollegiate contests.
The government officials are asking the col-
leges to prepare the young men and women
both physically and mentally., Then, why
shouldn't varsity athletics, which, are the best
type of body building activities, be .allowed to
continue? ,
It is rivalries" like the Wooster-Oberli- n.
games that are building better men. In times
when physical fitness is being stressed, why
should the government curtail the opportuni'
ties to obtain this physical fitness?
:
Save a Life
6Q.Q0Q pints of blood is the quota now re-
quested by the American Army and Navy of
the Red Cross Blood Donor service. Next Mon
day afternoon Wooster students will be given
an opportunity to help the Red Cross meet this
quota.
This is such an easy way to help American
service men, yet such an extremely vital matter
that students canhardly turn aside from, the
'" 'request.
A pint of blood from one civilian gives one
unit of plasma and four or five units are
neded to save the life of a seriously wounded
man. Already during the present war there are
several cases on record where such dried
plasma has saved the lives of service men.
The average healthy person does not feel
the loss of one pint of blood. Immediately
after the blood is taken the donor is given a
ten minute rest and simple refreshments; fol-
lowing this he may feel slightly sleepy but oth-
erwise he is able to resume his normal activi-
ties.
There are several safeguards made for the
health of the donor. Simple tests check his tem-
perature, pulse, blood pressure, and hemo-
globin, while a brief medical history checks his
general physical condition.
A highly qualified doctor who is in charge
of the service takes the blood and will not ac-
cept a donor if there is the slightest question
that it may be inadvisable for him to give
blood. A donor may be disqualified if he has
had a long chronic illness or has a cold within
Jthe last three weeks.
- The volume of the blood is replaced as soon
as enough liquids are drunk, and the cor-
puscles are fully restored within a week or ten
days.
One pint ofblood so easily given may save
the life of an American soldier or sailor. By
giving just a little bit we can help those men
we each know and love who may give their
lives.
- "What "yoirwon't miss they - die withoutA
IB EST - SMELLERS
By GNOME
have to hang my head in shame every
timl I see her family washing in the backyard."
"Oh, do they?"
And then there was the cannibal's daughter
who liked the boys best when they were stewed.
Toetry Corner : " ". - ;
" I think that I shall never see
- A "D" as lovely as a "B"
A "B" whose rounded form is pressed
Upon the records of the blessed.
A "D" comes easily and yet,
It isn't easy to forget;
"D's" are made by fools like me,
But only God could make a "B".
"So you say the water that you get here
at the fraternity house is unsafe?"
"Yeah."
'Well, tell me, what precautions do you take
against it?"
"First, we filter it."
"Yes."
"Then we boil it."
"Yes."
"Then we add chemicals to it."
"Yes."
"And then we drink beer."
She was only a gardener's daughter but you
didn't have to tell her where to plant her
'V'' : - atulips. , :
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By ELEANOR HOMAN
HiiiiAitiiiiitittiiAlHtiiltllllllAM
Confusius say, "He who want study or
steady go to lib for books or looks".
On Friday night Glenn Bryan, master diver
will take his SECOND SECTION under-sea- s
for a FORMAL in lower Babcock from
30. Davey. Jones is going to share his locker
with 'Earl Hood's hep : cats and the octo- - 1
pussies;
At approximately the same time, Kappa
Theta Gahlma will present "A Stage Dance"..
in Taylor. Herbert Rogers will have the leading
role with the sound effects produced by the J
vie. This event will need neither the public,
the promptersnor the ; script other than the
memorized "lines" of the actors.
Saturday night the. SOCIAL DANCING
class will culminate its happy career in lower
Babcock with a
and-plck-a-date-later-if-you--
wish dance. Gloria
Parker is planning broom dances and other
mixers from 8-- 1 1, so that the young blades and
bladies will not have a dull moment.
The Alumni Office is going to have the
Wooster SECOND GENERATION gallopin'
to Galpin Saturday night from 8-1- 0 for a
PARTY. Also the regular ALL-COLLEG- E
VIC DANCE has been promised by John
Clay.
Sunday afternoon from 3-5:- 30 the faculty
will enjoy TEA with LIVINGSTONE, as
long as the government (after the reversal in
North Africa) doesn't have to ration tea leaves "
to discover the future.
Now tKat the big dance for all the clubs is
over, many have temporarily turned their bene-
ficial resources to help the church and the
Red Cross. It is great that the girls are not
"carrying on" as much here, while the boys
are carrying on over' there. '
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Library Describes
Books of Interest
-
- - Some new interesting books to --read
are the following:
UNDER THE SEA-WIN- D by Rachel
L. Carson, a selection of the Sci-
entific Book Club, describes the life
of the ocean world.
HOW WAR CAME by Forrest Davis
and E. K. Lindley is a true story
,whaLcovers jhe period from the fall
of France to the bombing of Pearl
Harbor.
DAYS OF OFELIA by Gertrude Dia.
mant, gives an interpretation of
' Mexican life.
LONG SHIPS PASSING by Walter
Havighurst is a comprehensive his-
tory of the Great Lakes from an
early date down to the present-da- y
controversy over the St. Lawrence
Seaway.
THIRTY LESSONS IN THE MOD-ER- N
SCIENCE OF JIU JITSU,
by T. S. Kuwashima and A. R.
Welch is a book designed to give
the average person complete mas-
tery in a short time of the trick
movements and exercises of Jiu
Jitsu.
WORLD AT MY FINGER TIPS by
Karsten Ohnstad is a book telling
of his triumph over blindness. One
section of the book is devoted to an
account of his experiences with a
IZLSaingJyeJ)ng
Alumni Present
New Loving Cups
.
For Homecoming
'The custom of decorating dormitor-
ies at Home-Comin- g has been an im-
portant and interesting custom at
Wooster for a number of years. These
activities have augmented the holiday
spirit of the week-en- d and have always
been a source of pleasure to the re-
turning home-comer- s.
In the future the Alumni "Ass6cii- -
tion is planning to continue its prac-
tice of awarding cups to the best dec-
orated dormitories, one for men, and
one for women. The cups will not be
awarded on a 'permanent basis, how-
ever, due to the war emergency.
Last year Holden hall won the
women's cup for "keens". This year
Livingstone Lodge again made, good
and is receiving its award permanent-
ly. The Alumni Association has now
acquired two new loving cups for fu-
ture use and probably cannot buy any
others for some time to come.
We are therefore putting these cups
into competition annually and hope --
that they will survive to be decorated
with the names of dormitory winners
for many years to come. These tro-
phies are very handsome specimens
and will be on display in the Library
o'. soon as they are engraved.
John D. McKce
--
.
- Director of Alumni Relations
CURRENT COMMOTIONS
By JACK MELLIN
The long awaited Allied offensive
in the West has begun. It will be some
time ' before accurate news of what
.
.really
.
happened can be presented to
the public. However, we can be sure
of one thing and that is that the move
is looked upon favorably by our
fighting allies. Yes, our European al-
lies have been given new hope, but
let us turn our attention to the Far
East for a moment and see what hope
our ally China has in us.
Extra Territoriality in China
Do you remember a while back
when considerable newspaper space
was given to the story that England
and the United States had decided to
- end extta-territorlalit- y" in" China? The"
notice received a quick build up, but
of the after-mat- h we have heard little.
China and her friends the world over
rejoiced at the apparent change in
our "feudal attitude toward the Asi-
atic peoples", but now that under-surfac- e
factors are being analyzed, we
see that the situation wasn't as rosy as
many "idealists" had hoped.
Britain and the United States never
did promise to end extra-territoriali- ty
as reports were made to appear. They
merely announced that they were pre-
pared to negotiate "on the recession
of extra-territoriality- ". It has been
recently pointed out that such nego-
tiations could go on for many years,
only giving back at present what moral
compulsion requires. This opinion is
SWINGMATISMS
reenforced by news from London
which states that although the Tory
government endorsed the "recession"
propaganda, it did not intend that
Jhn Bull should relinquish such hold-
ings as Hong Kong. Onecommenta- -
tor has been quoted as saying, "if
Hong Kong is not to be included, then --
the whole assertion that the Western
Powers are ready to give up their im-
perialistic claims in the Far East is a
fake".
Has Britain any more of
.
a claim to
Hong Kong than the Japanese? A
study of history shows us that England
took Hong Kong in the disgraceful
Opium War. It was a war where pow-
erfully armed Englishmen crushed un-
armed medieval Chinese in- - arv effort
to force China to buy English opium.
"Age of Imperialism" . "
Many "seers" are now claiming that .
the last century was the "Age of Im-
perialism", but that a new day has
dawned. We hope this is true. How-
ever, as long as we hang on to the
spoils of the past, morally we are
still committing the sins of the past! -
This China incident and the Indian
situation may yet turn out to be the .
"Achilles heel" of the cause of peace. '
If the Allies fail to guarantee liberty
and justice to their friends when the
wolf is at the door, they can hardly
be expected to grant "liberty and
justice for all" when the beast has
been driven away.
By JOHN STALKER
One of the bands that has kept itself consistently in the big money for
over 1 5 years now is the Casa Loma orchestra of Glenn Gray. At the out-
break of the last war Gray, though under age, got hit by the bug;' and
about 1918 he tried to enlist in his hometown, Roanoke, 111. Since he was
then rather large for his age, nobody asked him about his years; however,
in one of the examinations he fibbed a bit too much and was taken out to
be put in the Student Army Training Corps at Illinois Wesleyan college where,
instead of realizing his dream of being a man with Uncle Sam, he was
assigned to an engineering school at which he was forced to study harder
than ever,
.J
Following the Armistice, he decided to become a railroader,-- but' again there
was the handicap of being too young; 1
specializes more in teamwork in sec-hustli- ngso he fibbed some more and got a job
freight. He worked his way tion Paying. It has been noticeable
thflt the best work has alway come
,up in the business until he was a sta- -
tion cashier, but kept fiddling around from his tram section, which does
"ome 'work on "N Name Jive" "with music on the side;, it was during
this time that he organized his first Another Gray record that might ap-ban- d.
However, railroading during ' Peal "Boneyard Shuffle". .
the day and playing at night proved
too much of a strain even for his big
frame, and finally -- the Gray family
told him it was one or the other, so
Glenn decided to try music for two
years. .
From Gray to Schrader
Leaving the Gray scene, we come a
lot closer home as we. look over the
coming dance situation, Oscar Schrad-
er has been in for a lot of dirty looks
because of jome of the bands he has -
An Eventful Decision booked on the campus; we can't help
It proved to be an eventful decision; but feel that a word of defense is
Glenn played local spots for some forth-comin- g. Wooster is not on
time and then went north with the the map as far as bands are con-band- .!
He held down first sax chair, cerned but quite obvious financial
when the band got a chance at a new reasons; therefore, the musical agents
resort that had just opened in Tor who handle the bands do not break
onto. The place was an old estate their 'necks trying to get the best in
formerly owned by
. a broker and the music line for the College. Thus
called Casa Loma. The name stuck, the logical way to insure ourselves is
.and the band adopted it. Here they to book well ahead of a dance; how-mad- e
quite a name for themselves and , ever, this is impossible if the date of
, soon were asked to go on tour. Their the dance is not fixed in plenty of time,
first st op was Detroit; when the preferably about two months. Last
theatre manager asked for the name of week the All-Clu- b formal was a sterling
the leader to bill the band, they real-- example of what a poor band can do
ized they had none. After a vote to what might have been a swell dance,
."among the members, Glenn was made --The way things look the Senior' Prom
the front man, and the band had start- - is heading the same way with the date
ed as a real organization. Shares were having been changed twice already;
issued, limited, of course, to the mem- - incidentally, Saturday night is the
bers of the band; and the organize - most expensive night they could have
tion became a. cooperative group that picked, and we think that this will
has lasted to this day. prove true when efforts are made to
The band has few solo artists and procure a band.
&i?3Mil to &&asro
ACP's Jay RichUr Reports from Washington
The need for nurses is most urgent.
Some 55,000 are wanted immediately.
A survey of two-third- s of the country's
nursing schools reveals that we're go-
ing to fall about 19,000 nurses short
of. that quota. I
The only way to reach the goal now
would be for 19,000-ne- w girls to enroll
4n nursing courses JnJanuary nd
February.
Decision to become a nurse doesn't
necessarily mean an interruption of
your college course. Perhaps you can
do it simply by including biological,
physical, medical and social science
courses in your schedule at the start of
a new term this winter. (
Estimates of the number of nurses
needed have" kept growing throughout
the war. Some 3,000 a month have
been taken from civilian life for army
and navy duty. That's 36,000 a year,
as against an original estimate of
10,000 for 1942.
Those figures add up to a migraine
headache for local hospitals through-
out the nation.
Symptomatic of the. trend is the
announcement of the Civil Service
Commission here recently that liberal,
ized rules would permit nurses who
completed their training as long ago
as January, 1920, to apply for govern.
--ment. - nursing jobs. The jobs pay
1,620 a year and are open to all who
have had nurses' training. Apply to
the Commission here, or by way of
your post office.
For general information ori nurse
recruitment, write Miss Florence Seder,
National Nursing Council for War
Service, 1790 Broadway, New York
City. ,
Other Jobs
The Government wants photogra-
phers and motion picture technicians
to fill jobs paying 1440 to 3800 a
year. Women especially are desired,
although men may apply.
Free-Lanc- e experience may be enough
to qualify for any of the jobs and
. amateur experience is enough for
1440 and 1620 positions. Apply to
the Civil Service Commission.
Halt or We'll Firel
Both army and navy public relations
have bogged to the point where it's
- impossible to ignore the fact, and it is
time for ordinary civilians to start ver-
bal sniping as is their democratic
wont.
Whatever the merits of the navy's
case in withholding, even now, com-
plete facts on losses at Pearl Harbor,
whatever the merits of the army's case
in leaving the impression that no men
were left behind on the Doolittle raid
over Tokyo,' the fact remains that the
current stew is evidence enough that
something is radically wrong with the
attitude of the services toward the
public.
Apparently, military men charged
with public relations duties often know
Absolute Silence
Reigns; The Door
Opens And . . .
The room was in a turmoil. Men
and women streamed in the door like
,
lava from Vesuvious and huddled in
restless groups about the chairs. Tense
chatter filled the room and weighted
the atmosphere with suspense. Girls
giggled nervously while the boys stood
like sentinels dispelling the ordeal as
long as possible.
Suddenly a bell clanged through the
murmer of talk and the mob grew
silent." All - the people fell into., their,
seats with a forced resignation and
sat prepared to do their best in this
time of trouble.
A Few Hopeful Souls
There were a few hopeful souls who
sat in calm peace and gazed. uncon-
cernedly out the window, a look of
blissful ignorance on their unlined
:
faces. Most of them, however, felt the
undeniable foreboding of things that
are worse 'to come. They hovered fev.
erishly over theirJooks turning pages
as quickly as they could. Some made
their jyesjlyjjver the words, but most
of them merely leafed through-th- e"
chapter in hopes that some word of
hope might come to them.
The door opened slowly. All eyes
were drawn to the barely moving
crack, and an air of breathless antici-
pation fell oyer the room. Hearts
beat faster, fingers were crossed, and
" all minds centered upon one bare
hope. A look of bitter resignation
settled on the faces of some. Others
tried to appear trusting to, the piercing
eyes of the torturer. But the majority
tried to seem nonchalant or confident.
The Stern Figure
The door flung wide and out
.
stepped the stern figure smiling with
what seemed to those waiting for him
fanaticism. A silence more noisy than
shouting smothered all, then, as the
' eyes of the people fell upon the thing
they had most dreaded. It was a neat
pad, carefully torn in regular pieces.
Means and sighs greeted the sight.
Yes, we were going to have a quiz!
less of that fluid problem than civil-ian- s
do of war, which is virtually noth-
ing as the services are the first to
concede. '
As the conservative party's Wen-
dell Willkie said in his fine, un-con-servat- ive
speech:
"The record of this war to date is
not sucli as to inspire in us any sub-
lime faith in the infallibility-- of our
military and naval experts. Let's have
no more of this nonsense. Military
experts, as well as our leaders, must
be constantly exposed to democracy's
greatest driving power the whip-las- h
of public opinion, developed from
honest, free discussion."
Education Elsewhere
It is not wrong to state that in the
martial arts lie the moral principles
of our nation, Tokyo said recently via
shortwave.
That's what we'd gathered.
v
Twenty-fiv- e professors of the Uni-
versity of Amsterdam have been dis-
missed in reprisal. for a bomb attack
on general headquarters of the Nazi
student front. V
With severance pay?
ra
German professors have been made
epaKment4adste-4Jruversit)Lo- f
Riga in Latvia.
More than 95 Czech teachers, priests
.
and physicians were arrested by the
Nazis last month in continued repris-- .
als against Slovak intellectuals.
Can't stand mental pressure, eh?
Cafitmgetf
By JOHN BATHGATE
The These-Are-Way-Da- ys Division
of the National Council suggests a
new theme song for us in these parts:
"Praise the Lord and Pass the Mal-
nutrition!"
Fate, we always say, is a wonderful,
thingT Last" Friday "afternoon ' we-got-- to
feeling rather low about things in
general. Life, we felt was beginning
to wear on us. Anyone with less will
power
.
than we possess might well
have gone right out and broken an
MSG A rule; but we desisted and went
to the Library instead. And there, lo
and behold, we found a book destined
to change our whole black outlook.
The Girl's Book
It is "The Girl's Every Day Book",
put out by the National Board of a
the Young Women's Christian Asso- -
ciation. And a very real source of help
and inspiration it is. It deals with
"questions every girl struggles with
sooner or later. Where are we going?
Where did we come from? What is
life for? What shall we do with oxr
strange feelings which nobody seems
to understand, when we are growing ;
up? What shall we think about friend,
ships? And work? And play? And
love? And life?" Whee!
The book is just full, you see, of
elevating and thought-provokin- g para,
graphs like the one on page 357 en-Hill- ed
"How Shall We Think of 4
Death" Some of the material is de-vote- d
to a frank, though anonymous
,
confession of one's relations with the
opposite sex. Here, for example, is one
called, quite simply and earnestly,
"Henry".
Beau NighT" - f --
"Last night was beau night and
Henry came around as usual. We took
a walk out to the lake and then ended
up in one of the parlors at the
Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion, where you can talk without being
disturbed,
.We got to talking about
the last dance we'd been to. Henry and
his crowd don't like this extreme
dancing, and they're trying to cut it
out everywhere they go. It seems anew i
city dance" hall is to be opened, with
chaperones and regulations that will
make it all right. When Henry began
to talk so enthusiastically about the
new dance hall, I knew he was going to
begin to boast about politics. He voted
for the first time last fall and he feels
he owns this city government, and
everything it does is just right. I hap- -
pen to know something about the
.other side, of it from a talk on city , 4
government we had in our club by a
woman from the League of Women
Voters , . . He used to think no girl
.
knew about industry and politics ....
but the other day I heard him argu-
ing with one of his friends that women
had as good heads as men and ought
to use them on the government as well (
as on clothes and dancing."
Well, good for Henry I
.
.
- Latest advices are to the affect that
funeral services for Schultz were held
last Wednesday afternoon at three '
o'clock. Well, all w'e have to say is,
may he rest, once and for all, in
peace. V.
hI i
V.-
-
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JIM KRAUSE
THE TIP-OF- F
By BOB AUGUST
Voice Sport Editor
We are wishing for a good day and a full atadium this Saturday when
the Scow table the Wright-Patterso- n Pylons in their football finale. The
,
entire proceeds jre headed for the USO. It's a worthy cause, plenty of effort
has gone into the publicity, andtisdeservingof agood'break"inthe
weather, which will undoubtedly have strong bearing on the attendance.
The game will mark the farewell appearance of some of Wooster's best
gridiron performers. It will be the end of the football trail for Carle Boyer,
Charley Colwell, and Bill Balloon, all outstanding linemen, and also such
backfield men as John Clay, Jey Lehman, Don Halter, and Dan Cordova.
But one of the most distinguished of the senior gridders will probably
not even be in uniform for the Pylon
clash. An attack of influenza sidelined
: big Harry Eicher for the Oberlin game
and threatens to keep him out of the
Wright-Patterso- n contest as well. Even
if he misses the last two of the Scot
games, our football fans won't be
forgetting the fiery quality that char-
acterized his play. His two brilliant
touchdowns against Denison, in what
may have been his last appearance in
a Scot uniform, was a fitting climax
to a gridiron career that covered three
years as a Wooster regular.
v Oberlin Beats Scots
So Oberlin finally took us in foot-
ball. We can't really begrudge them
that victory after they have been try-
ing so long. The whole school, as well
as the football team, seemed to be
keyed up to an unusually high pitch
at the prospect of cracking the Woos-
ter jinx, and coupled with what was
probably a Scot let-dow- n after their
for DEtEiilDEKl
AND THE MONTH
i a . of Hiiro
JACKET OF
MANY USES
For walking or bicycling, skat-
ing or 8ledding...for civilian war
work this winter or victory gar-
dening next spring...for all your
outdoor activities 52 weeks a
year there's nothing better than
a Bantamac. y .
Water repellent, wind resist-
ant. Smartly tailored for full
action and comfort a quality
garment through and through.
4.95 to 7.50
HICK MISTER
performance against Denison, spelled
out victory for the Yeomen.
The Scots took a bad physical beat-
ing at the hands of Oberlin, and it
looks as if it will be a battered squad
that faces Wright-Patterso- n this Sat-urda- y.
Pylons Are Strong-I- f
Coach Swigart can't put a team
lo n the field approximating full
strength, the Scots may be in for a
bad afternoon. The Pylons got off to
a rather slow start, but have been
gaining strength, and their tie game
with John Carroll recently, marks
them as a team capable of giving the
Scots a strong argument.
Two of Hank Critchfield's best line-me- n,jndy Logan and Walt Stock-dal- e,
are former members of Western
Reserve teams that were consistently
at the top of Ohio's football heap.
Logan was a tackle under Bill Ed-
wards at Reserve, and later played
some pro football under the same
coach ' as a member of the Detroit
Lions. Stockdale was an All-Ohi- o
choice for a guard, position in his
college days.
Lloyd "Bronco" Reese, a recent ad-
dition to Critchfield's team, has been
effective in the last few Pylon games.'
WOOSTER
THEATRE
WEDNESDAY-THURSDA- Y
"TISH"
FRIDAY-SATURDA- Y
Twin Bill
"Men of Texas"
"Lucky Legs"
SUN.-MON.-TUE- S.
r
Fibber McGee and Molly
Edgar Bergan and
- Charlie McCarthy
in
"Here We Go. Again"
JIM FIORITA
Strong Oberlin Running Attack Overpowers Scots
For First Yeoman Victory In Eleven Years, 21-- 7
Wooster's Attack
Works Smoothly
Against Denison
Johnny Swigart's gridders defeated
a highly rated Denison combine, 26-- 0,
at the Scot stadium in the annual
meeting of the two teams. Outplayed
in every department, the Denison team
seriously threatened only in the open-
ing moments of the first period. Lead
by Crocker's superb kicking, Denison
had the ball in their possession deep in
Wooster territory throughout the
quarter. With first down on the Woos-
ter five, however, the Scot forward
wall held, and Lehman punted out of
danger.
Scots Show Power
As the second period began, the in-
spired Scot team displayed as much
power as they have all season. Aided
by two Denison fumbles, Wooster
quickly converted the breaks into
touchdowns as Eicher snatched passes
in the Denison end-zon- e. Stoneburner
converted on the first Scot touch-
down, but his kick went wide on the
second score. Leading 13-- 0, Wooster's
ground attack began to click, and a
pass from five yards out was caught by
Stoneburner in the end-zon- e. Stone-burne- r
failed to convert.
L Scots Score Again
,
Not until the fourth quarter did the
Scots score again. With Denison in
possession of the ball on their 39,
Eicher intercepted a pass. A series of
line thrusts and a pass from Lehman
to Clay took the ball to the Denison
four yard line. Failing in three at-
tempts, Lehman found an opening
in the Denison line and scored from
the three yard marker. Stoneburner
converted to make the final score 26-- 0
in Wooster's favor.
WOOSTER
FARM
DAIRIES
SUNDAY EVENING
MEALS OUR
SPECIALTY
For The Original
Oc HAMBURGER O-"- By
The Bag Full" 7
HAMBURGER Hill
...For the first time in eleven years,
the Yeomen of Oberlin managed to
overcome the Wooster jinx and gave
the Scots a decisive 21 to 7 pasting
last Saturday on their home gridiron.
It was a strong running attack that
brought victory to Oberlin, an attack
which after the first quarter,' kept
Wooster constantly back on their
heels.
. The Scot passing attack which had
been - their - most effective - offensive
weapon in previous games, failed to
click in the high wind that swept
across the Oberlin gridiron, and the
Wooster ground game was checked
by the hard-chargin- g Oberlin forward
wall.
Clay Returns Kick-Of- f
Oberlin kicked off to Johnny Clay
who returned to the 22-yar- d line. On
the very first play Lykos was injured
and carried from the field, and it was
the first indication of the bad luck
that was to " dog the Wooster cause
throughout the afternoon. After Ober.
lin held, Lehman kicked to the 45,
and it was returned to the Wooster 30
yard line.
Here the Oberlin power made itself
felt for the first time. On two plays
Fletcher made a first down on the 20,
and then on the next play added 7
more yards. Wall picked up two more
yards on a plunge. Fletcher was held
fof no gain, but Wooster was off side
on the play and penalized five yards.
This gave Oberlin a first down on the
$ yard line, and when the Scots were
off side again on the next play, the
ball was moved to the 1 yard line. It
took Hewitt two cracks at the Wooster
Football Contest Blank
NAME
Wooster
Ohio State
Texas Christian .
.
Tennessee
Notre Dame
Stanford
441 "l"!1 4 l4,li$,iMlitt,iHfr liil,l,4Hl,,l,4,,l,4Hl,iHi,l,4",ltl,ilHlMli 414 4Hl4'444't
PHOTOGRAPHS FOR CHRISTMAS
For your friends who are far away have, a
Photograph made today
Call 16 Now for an appointment
Snyder Studio
CAMERA AND
PHONE 16
ANDY LOGAN
line to put it over for a touchdown,
and. Zimmerman added the extra point
from placement.
Scot Pass Connects
After the kick-of- f, there was an ex-
change of punts, with Wooster finally
taking possession of the ball on the
50. On first down, Clay outsmarted the
Oberlin defense by fading back and
tossing a pass to Cooper, on the 48
yard line. Gathering in the pigskin,
Coupe f"Outdistanced theYeoihefl
safety man and went over the goal
line. A moment later Stoneburner's
successful place Kick had knotted the
count at 7-- 7.
After an Oberlin pass interception
had stalled the Wooster attack, Kram
er, a Yeoman halfback, went over the
Scot right tackle, reversed his field and
ran 42 yards for the second Oberlin
score. Once again Zimmerman added
the extra point.
Oberlin Scores Third Time
In the middle of the third period,
Oberlin pushed over their third tally
of the afternoon. Don Halter, who had
replaced Lehman in the Scot back-fiel- d,
went back to punt on the Woos.
ter 30 yard line, but his attempted
kick was blocked by the fast charging
Oberlin forwards. Clelland, an Oberlin
end, scooped up the ball and ran the
remainder of the distance for a touch-
down.
During the fourth quarter, Ober-lin'- s
great punting back, Bill Kramer,
kept Wooster constantly in their own
territory from where they were unable
to make any serious threat. So when
the final seconds ticked away, the score
still stood Oberlin 21 Wooster 7.
,
Wright-Patterso- n
.
Michigan
Rice ,
Kentucky
Northwestern
California
GIFT SHOP
EAST LIBERTY at BEVER
ARB YOU PLAYING SANTA CLAUSE THIS CHRISTMAS?
We have a line of CHILDREN'S BOOKS, new as well as old
favorites, that will
.
make just the right gift for the very young
generation.
COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Scots Encounter
Wright
In Closing Game
Women's
M le t kg
By LOIS WILSON
Play night will begin this Friday,
and the gym will be open for co-e- d
swimming, badminton, and basketball
from 7:30 till 10. This year swimmers
are asked to put their names on their
swimming suits and Jeave them at the
gym to be sterilized between uses.
Last week the final archery tourna
ment was held.- - Joyce Lorimer "took
first place, J. Cantwell second, and
Barbara Cooper placed third. The
archery club had a tea at Miss Low-rie- 's
on Thursday, Nov. 5, and nom
inated the following girls for new
manager: Barbara Miller, Lillian Kes.
el, and Marge Danser. Elections will
be held in the near future.
Last week the hockey club played
us hnal . game. The freshmen were
outnumbered by the upperclassmen,
but the final score was 1 to 1. After
the game there was a tea in Babcock
for the hockey and tennis clubs, given
by the WAA, with Betty Py and
Betty Steiner as hostesses. At this tea
Marge Wilmer was elected new man
ager for the hockey team, with Marge
Danforth as her alternate.
The winter program of the WAA
has now started. The schedule includes
on Monday, Badminton 7-- 9, Swim-
ming '8:30-9:3- 0, and on Wednesday,
Badminton, Swimming, and Cales--
thenics, 9-9:3- 0, and Fencing 7-7:- 30.
On Saturday mornings there is bad
minton 10-10:3- 0. and outin duK
CONTEST RESULTS
Wooster 26, Denison 0.
Michigan 36, Harvard 7.
Northwestern 14, Illinois 7,
Texas A. 6t M. 27, Southern Meth20.
Notre Dame 13, Army 0.
Miss. State 7, Tulane 0.
CITY TAXI ,
812
DAY T NIGHT
Watch Repairing ' Jewelry
George H. Lahn
JEWELER
221 East liberty Su
Parker Pens Diamonds
BROKEN LENSES
DUPLICATED
White Lenses... 2.00 to $230
Tinted Lenses....2.50 to 3.00
Frames repaired while you wait
W. T. WATSON
Optometrist ' .
133 E. Liberty &. Phone 31
LLOYD REESE
Couiteiy Woofer Daily Record
--Patterson
Ex-Colle- ge Grid Heroes
Lead Pylon Offense
This Saturday
(Continued from Pago I)
The same uncertainty makes it dif-- -
ficult for anyone to predict a possible
starting line-u- p. But, climbing out on
a limb and allowing for major changes
by game-tim-e on Saturday, this could
well be the Pylon's starting team. On
the flanks we would find Charley Sein-
er, formerly of Denison, and Vernon
Doudt, a graduate of Upsala, N. J.
At the tackles would be two big fel-
lows, Jim Krause of Miami U. and
Andy Logan, formerly a star for
Western Reserve and the Detroit Lions.
Filling the guard posts could very
well be Jack Bowman and Walt Stock- -
dale, at one time All-Ohi- o for WRU.
At the pivot position we might find
Jim Ashcraft. In the backfield the
offense centers around the two full
backs, Jim Fiorita of Dayton U. and
Lloyd "Bronco" Reese, a 260-pound- er
from the University of Tennessee.
Other backs are Pete Lizza. who
played his football for Wittenberg,
Charley Perkins, a Tiffin boy. and
Dick Narvatil, a grad of Cleveland
East Tech.
The Pylons record tty date:
Wright-Patterso- n 14- - 7 Naval Train
ing Sea., Miami U.
Wright-Patterso- n 0-- 6 Muskingum
Wright-Patterso- n 6-- 0 Denison
Wright-Patterso- n 0-2-1 Naval Train
ing Sta., Hamilton. O.
Wright-Patterso- n 6--9 Findlay
Wright-Patterso- n 0-2- 4 Kent State
Wright-Patterso- n 6-2-5 West Liberty
Techers, Wheeling, W. Va.
Wright-Patterso- n 0-- 0 John Carroll
Wright-Patterso- n 12- - 0 Wittenberg ,
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15 Seniors Llake
.
1942-4- 3 Edition
of'Who'sWho"
Outside Activities Serve
As Standard For
Nominations
Fifteen men and women from the
senior class have been nominated for
the "Who's Who iii American Co!
leges and Universities, 1942-1943- ",
published by the University of Ala
.
bam a. Seven women and eight men
will represent the College of Wooster
in this national honor roll of college
and university students. Those chosen
and their most outstanding activities
during their four years of work are
Phoebe Houser, Administrative Pres
ident of the W.S.G.A., president of
Trumps, member of Student Senate,
and Y.W.GA. cabinet representative;
Betty Lockwood, Judicial President
of the W.S.G.A., president of Pyra
mids, member of Student Senate, and
member of Pembroke;
- Marjorie Thomas, President of Y,
W.GA--, president . of - the . Women's
Federation, member of Big Four cab- -
.
inet, and member of the WA.A,
.
Board;
Lois Wilson, Phi Beta Kappa, mem.
ber of Pembroke, member of WA.A.
.Board,-an- d member of Domino Cab
rgr onwon, neaa 01 rren- -
man Counsellors, member of W.S.G
' A. Board, member of Peanuts Cabi
net, member of Women's Federation;
Gloria Parker, Wooster's 32nd May
Queen, member of WAA. Board,
President of Education Club, mem
ber of Women's Chorus;
Gwendolyn Polen, President of W.
A A., h e a d "' of Women's Defense
Council, Junior Counsellor in Fresh
man Off-Camp- us House, Women's
Golf Champion; - -- :
Bob West, President of Y.M.C.A.,
Speaker of Congressional club, mem-
ber of Student Senate, Douglass Coun
sellor;
John Clay, President of Student
Senate, football, Douglass Counsellor,
Geology club member;
Harry Eicher, Senior class president,
COUNTER
SHOP-WIS- E
AT
FREEDLAHDEBS
There are going to be a great many
formals to look forward to between
now and Christmas. So, doubtlessly
the current interest will be "what to
wear" at the various "big events". Why
shouldn't it be, since Freedlanders has
such a dazzling assortment of formals
and accessories to offer.
You'll want a formal that you
won't tire of quickly, and one that
can look different the second time you
wear it. New York is trying to pro-
mote the idea of more informal form-
als, that is, the dinner dress. Freed-
landers has carried through the idea,
and you have that versatile dress in
many versions.
.
One version is a RED JERSEY
- dress that is beautifully draped at the
neck line and at the waist. The sleeves
are straight and fitted below the el-
bow. The sweetheart neckline can be
worn plain or with rhinestone clips.
Jersey is good this year because there
is no priority restricting its use. Here's
another dress of red jersey but this
time with a BLACK NET skirt. The
red jersey top has long fitted lines,
soft neckline and a slimming midriff.
Between the red jersey bodice and the
black net skirt there is a band of
; bright gold braid. A gold bracelet and
.
a pair of gold earrings, both of which
you will find on the main floor, will
set your outfit apart from all the rest.
Perhaps you figure you're, not the
type for a jersey dress though I don't
see who wouldn't look her best in these
well designed dresses. If you prefer
the sweater type, there iicneina
beautiful shade of ice blue MINON,
which is a new rendition of marqui-
sette. The cool blue tone is set off with
tiny, but none the less dazzling,
rhines tones. The skirt, as are the
sleeves, is gracefully full.
. .
There are many other formals, too
many to mention in detail, but they
include combinations of velvet and
taffeta, taffeta and net, and satins and
nets. ."
Wraps, though not as important,'
are nice to have. Here's something
that ought to solve the summer and
winter problem . a REVERSIBLE
WRAP! One side is black velvet and
the other tide is white quilted taffeta.
Three-quart-
er length capes and short
coats, trimmed and plain wraps, vel- -
vets and wools are there to make a
election from. -- - :
With this wonderful assortment to
choose from, we all ought to go to the
coming formals looking like FASH-
ION PLATES and looking sensible
too.
.
Carol Scott
Seven Women
rr in mi mm mi lit Tfmiofiiil ft t m im m.i m An-it.- .
The fifteen seniors chosen to represent Wooster in the 1942-4- 3
edition of "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities" are pic-
tured above. They are, standing, left to right, Charles Ireland, Bob West,
W.S.G.A7 Gives
Formal ReceptioiU
For Commentator
Linda Littlejohn, Women's Self-Governme- nt
speaker Tuesday evening,
Nov. 17, remained on the. Wooster
campus until Wednesday evening. Af-
ter her lecture Tuesday evening a
formal reception open to women of
the faculty, senior women, and mem-
bers of the Women's Self --Government
Board was held in Babcock hall.
Mrs. Littlejohn's lecture topic was
"Australia and America, Comrades in
Arms". Mrs. Littlejohn is a promin-
ent Australian journalist and lecturer.
It was the general opinion expressed
by many who heard, her that Mrs.
Littlejohn was definitely one of most
popular speakers brought, to the cam-
pus during the last couple of years.
The next meeting of the Women's
Self --Government Association will be
held in December.
football, basketball, track, Geology
club member; -
Richard Sproull, basketball, foot
ball, and Geology club member;
Anthony Gervasio, President of M.
S.G.A., and cheerleader;
John Mellin,' Phi Beta Kappa, Cler.
icus, Congressional club, and Voice
columnist.
Charles Ireland, Men's Glee club,
President of Eighth Section, headwait-e- r
at Kenarden, Student Elder of
Westminster church;
Robert Moreland, President of Big
Four, President of Fourth Section,
headwaiter at Babcock, Clericus.
Vm.ANIIATCo.
Cardigans and
Sloppy Joes
3.50 -- 4.00 -- 5.00
All Colors and Sizes '
Glenn Plaids
Jerkin Outfits
7.00
....
Skirts
4.00 -- 5.00
and Eight Men Represent College in
Wooster Red Cross - -
Will Receive Blood
(Continued from Page 1 )
Last year blood. donations were tak-
en during the first week of March and
approximately 100 students signed
up.
This year the National Red Cross
is endeavoring to secure 700,000 pints
of blood requested by the Army and
Navy, and that quota is likely to be
raised if the need increases. One pint
of blood is equal to a unit of plasma
and four or five units are needed to
save the life of a seriously wounded
man.
There are many cases on record
already where dried plasma has saved
the lives of men in service during the
present war.
The donation of blood by college
students isunder directionofDot
Rickards. Representatives in the dormi.
tories to whom parental consent cards
may be turned in are: Douglass, John
Bathgate; Kenarden, John Kovach;
Hoover, Marjorie Mould; Holden, El-
len Vaugh; and Babcock, Dorothy
Rickards,
College To Observe
Moment of Silence
The moment of silence for the
Wooster men in the services which has
been sponsored by the Big Four will
be continued on the Wednesday of
each week, Bob Moreland, president of
the Big Four, announced today. The
original time of 11:25 will -- be used.
Students are reminded that the sec-
ond payments on their pledges are due
Saturday, Nov. 21. Final payments are
due after the Christmas holidays.
'
-.- 1
Mrs. Ewart L. Pringle .
Addresses Frosh Forum
Mrs. Ewart L. Pringle, a well known
negro woman of Wooster, will be the
guest speaker at Freshman Forum
Sunday morning at 9:45 in Kauke
201. Her topic is "The Negro and
Race Prejudice". She will also sing
several spirituals as the devotional part
of the meeting. All freshmen are
cordially invited to attend Forum.
Alter The Game
' and
In-Betwe-
en Times
Come to the
-- STUDENT UNION
Our Frosted Malteds are
Unique in Wooster
Open Daily from
7:30 A.M. to 10:30 P.M.
Except Sunday
KNIT YOUR XMAS GIFTS
THERE IS STILL TIME ENOUGH TO MAKE
Bed Jackets -:- - Bed Socks -- : Sleeveless Sweaters
Neckties -:- - Scarfs :- - Gloves -:- - Socks
' " Knee Warmers
And Many Other Items if you like to sew
..... .
'
--.. See Our Stamped Goods Line 2.
Woolcraft Shop
S.E. Corner Public Square Phone, 965-- W
Saturdays we close at 6:00 P.M."
Courtejy Wooster Daily Record
Richard Sproull, John Mellin, Harry Eicher, Robert Moreland, John Clay
and Anthony Gervasio; seated, Given Polen, Gloria Parker, Betty Lock-woo- d,
Phoebe Houser, Margaret Stewart, Marjorie Thomas and Lois Wilson.
CHAPEL
Friday Professor Lean. Notices and
student meetings.
Monday Doris Fetzer. Organ pro.
gram. .
Tuesday Musical program. Notices
and student meetings.
Wednesday President Wishart.
Thursday Holiday.
Martha Milburn To
Give Final Recital
In Chapel Tonight
Miss Martha Milburn is being pre-
sented in her graduating recital on
Thursday, Nov. 19.
For four years she has been a mem-
ber of the Girls' Chorus in which she
was also a soloist. For five years she
has been a member of the College
Choir where she sang also the alto
parts in such great choral works as
"The Messiah" and "Elijah".
Miss Milburn graduated with hon-
ors from the Liberal Arts department
of the 'college last May. She is now
completing work for a degree in mu-
sic.
The program will be as follows:
--
JPartr Qne,
-
When
., I ,Am Laid , in
Earth (Dido and Aeneas)", Purcell;
"Gia il sole dal Gange", Scarlatti;
"Sir de Lia (L'Enfant Prodgue)", De-buss- y.
Part two: Woman's Life and Love
"Since Mine Eyes Have Seen Him",
"He, The Best of All", "I Can Not,
Dare Not Believe It", "The Ring",
"Help Me, Oh Sisters", "Sweet My
Friend", Thou Viewest", "Here on my
Bosom, Here on my Heart", "Now
for the First Time Thou Hast Given
Me Pain".
Part three: "Symphony in Yellow",
Griffes; "To a Young Gentleman",
Carpenter; "If You Have Forgotten",
Warren;jStrictly Germ-Proo- f Sacco;
"My Lover, He Comes on the Skee",
Clough-Leite- r.
Math Club
Al Linnell was elected president of
the Math club at its meeting Monday,
Nov. 16. Other officers elected at that
time were Tom DeBolt, vice-presiden- t,
and Dottie Mortimer, secretary-treasure- r.
Earlier meetings this year were
under the direction of Kappa Mu Ep-silo- n,
honorary math fraternity.
The
Collier Printing
jytoomp
Printed and Engraved Stationery
We service all makes of typewriters
Bever and North Streets
CASUAL COATS
HERE THEY ARE . . .
Handsome Practical r Versatile
r
Beulah
NEXT --TO
"Who's Who"
Dhlendorf f .Clarifies
Bookstore's Policies
(Continued from Page 1)
store pays 80 per cent of the retail
price for a new text, which allows a
twenty per cent margin of profit. Stu-
dents are given a ten per cent dis-
count, or", in other words share half
of the profit. A
Discussing the purchase of used texts
from the students, Miss Uhlendorff
said that one-hal- f the purchase price
is paid for books, providing they are
in good condition and also providing
the text is to be used in Wooster the
following term.
The language departments
have requested that no reader be sold
which has writing in it. Since it is im-
possible to erase the written material,
the store must attempt to get rid of
them to'"6tneoncerns7" Thepnce
paid for them is only ten cents per
copy. Hence the college store can only
allow that much for them .
Miss Uhlendorff and Mr. Spaulding
stated to the representatives, among
whom were Charles Ireland, Art Palm-er- ,
Don Meisel, George Hackett, and
Tom Debolt, that the management is
anxious to clear up any misunder-
standing. The book store is trying,
through its post office and bank, as
well as through the sale of books and
supplies, to render as much service as
possible to the student body.
Ellsworth and Sanborn
Address Congressional
(Continued from Page 1)
invention will change life greatly, but
powerful conservative factors may as-
sert themselves to make the immediate
post-wa- r period in America less a
sharp break with the past than some
people hope and many more fear. Not
Utopia but much of the same old world
will greet the doughboy of World War
II when he returns."
"Paying for the War" was the topic
of Bob Sanborn's thesis. Said San-
born, "I believe that the best course
of financing is less bonds and more
taxes, but the government policy is
more bonds and more taxes." He
pointed out that bond issue does not
avert inflation when most of the bond
purchases are by the banks as is the
case today.
any
Phone 400
Bechtel
' SCHINE'S
C LUB S
Phi Sigma Iota .
Phi Sigma Iota, national honorary
Romance language fraternity, held its
monthly meeting on Monday, Nov. 9,
at the cabin of Mr. George Bradford.
A business meeting was held first
and this was followed by a paper on
"The Romantic Movement in Spain"
given by Miss Ruth Richardson, head
of the Spanish department of the col-
lege. A discussion of the whole Ro-
mantic era followed this talk.
The December meeting will riot be
held because of its proximity to exams
and the date for the January meeting
falls during the Christmas holidays,
thus making (he next meeting of the
club in February. At this time Miss
Ihrig will speak on the "French Ro-
mantic Drama".
Fortnightly
.
The next Fortnightly meeting to be
held next Monday evening will consist
of selections from Carmen and various
Spanish selections. It will be a social
meeting with a buffet supper at Mrs.
Neitl Rowe's home and a meeting af-
terward sat the Conservatory.
Phi Alpha Theta
Eleanor Ehrman and Betty Steiner
wilLrjresentaeyiewfMontaigne's
essays at a meeting of Phi Alpha
Thetatonight at 7:30 o'clock hrthe
home of Dr. W. J. Hail. All members
are asked to be present.
Phi Alpha Theta is Wooster's na-
tional honorary history fraternity.
Only history majors of high academic
standing are admitted.
Pembroke
Tonight, Nov. 19, at 6:45, Pem-
broke Literary Society will hold its reg.
ular meeting. At each one of these
Pembroke meetings three members of
the society arrange and carry out the
program. This week's meeting has been
planned by three senior girls, Betty
Lockwood, Wilma Oliver, and Loa
Russell.
Psychology
The Psychology club will hold its
regular meeting this evening, Nov. 19
at 7 in the Psychology lecture room.
This meeting is primarily a business
meeting ana will be just for members
of the club. . .
Chuck Tevis and Glenn Bryan will
discuss lightning calculators. Follow
ing these reports plans will be formed
for the annual Christmas party.
International Relations
Present international news will be
discussed by members of the Interna-
tional Relations Club at a meeting to
be held Nov. 25 at 7:30 o'clock in
Babcock hall. Each member of the
organization has been assigned a coun-
try to report on.
At its last official meeting the club
inducted several new members, bring-
ing the membership to its full quota
of 30 students.
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Dr.L.W.Coolidge
Recalls Teacher,
Dr. E. Brightman
Dr. Lowell W. Coohdge of the"
Wooster English department is an-
other Wooster professor who has had
personal contact with E. S. Bright-man- ,'
our 1942 Week of Prayer lead-- ,
er. Dr. Coolidge, in recalling the days
at Boston university when he was a
student in Dr. Brightman's philosophy
classes, says: ,
'SinceIl a s t sat in Professor
Brightman's classroom, fifteen years
have elapsed a time long enough to
blur the edges of many an impres-
sion. But my recollection of that class. .
room remains clear and unblemished.
I can still see the professor's tall, spare
figure as he strode to the desk, and
catch the half-quizzic- al glance that
lurked behind his scholarly spectacles;
I can still hear his incisive voice, un-
mistakably Yankee in its intonations,
as it cut through the shell of sopho-mori- c
indifference. There was 'no
sleeping in that classroom, nor did
anyone desire to sleep. In the pres-
ence of intellectual energy incarnate,
one responded with what cerebration
he was capable of .
"My generation at Boston knew
Brightman as a teacher. That he was
a systematic philosopher of rapidly
widening reputation, author of a rath-
er terrifying list of books and articles,
we were dimly aware. But it was the
rnanhlmselfwhospoke tousTTvho
prodded, ui out of our lethargy and
sent us en the endless search for new
directions while he equipped us with
chart and compass. Beneath the quiet
austerity of his method was a pur-
pose which we soon learned to respect
and a character to admire.
"I personally owe more to Dr.
Brightman than I can ever put into
words. Hundreds of . ojher students
who have come under his influence
would, I know, bear similar witness.
Those who are to meet him for the
first time here at Wooster will discover
for themselves something of the spirit-
ual resources of a great Christian gen-
tleman."
Students will be interested to know
that an exhibit of Dr. Brightman's,
works i s being prepared b y Miss
White for display in the college
THE Corporation
Bruce Knox, college treasurer, will
speak before THE Corporation Dec.
2 on the" "Nature of Investments in
Endowed Institutions", it has been ten--
'
tatively announced.
At a meeting of THE Corporation
Nov. 18, post-wa- r economic problems
.and Various remedies Tor-th- em vereJ
discussed.
REYNOLDS
SHOE REPAIR
111 S. Buckye Ph. 402
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